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Kennel/Cage Container Requirements for Pets on Loganair flights 

 

  

 Pet/s must be booked before travel to ensure that two animals from different families do not 

end up on the same flight. 

Failure to book may result in us refusing travel for your pet on the day. 

The correct size of a container is essential. It must protect the animal during transport, be 

secure and have sufficient ventilation. If you do not meet the following requirements: 

  

➢ Loganair can only carry PETS (Cats & Dogs) in the hold  

➢ Loganair DO NOT carry animals as cargo (AVIH)  

➢ Loganair DO NOT carry other animals – only cats and dogs accompanied by the owner  

➢ Loganair can only carry one pet container per flight up to a maximum of 32kgs per 

animal, including container weight.  

➢ Loganair can only carry a maximum of 2 animals in one container (see notes 1)  

➢ Loganair can carry PETs in all aircraft types  

➢ DHC6 & BN2(Space available at time of booking and restricted to Island residents)  

➢ EMB145 Aircraft G-SAJI/JG/JH cannot carry pets in the hold  

 

   

Loganair cannot carry certain breeds due to breathing difficulties; see the list below: 

  

➢ All bulldogs 

➢ Pugs 

➢ Pekinese Cross Breeds  

 

Cross breeds of Bulldogs, Pugs and Pekinese, including crossbreeds with other brachycephalic 

breeds, are unacceptable. 
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We may refuse travel for your pet: 

➢ Container must be large enough for the pet to stand up, turn around and lie down 

naturally. But not so big that it could cause injury to the animal with excess movement. 

It should be as comfortable as possible 

➢ Container must be strong enough to protect the pet during transport, be secure 

enough to contain it and have sufficient ventilation 

➢ The door must be secured in such a manner that it will not open accidentally, or your 

pet cannot open it during handling and transport 

➢ Your pet's nose and paws should not be able to fit through any ventilation opening or 

door mesh 

➢ The container should be constructed out of rigid plastic, wood, or a material of 

comparable strength. Fibreboard or wire mesh containers are not suitable for air 

transportation 

➢ Most pet stores and kennels sell and/or hire containers, or they can be made to 

measure to meet IATA specifications 

➢ No animals are permitted to travel within the passenger cabin in shipping kennels or 

otherwise (excluding Seeing Eye dogs) 

➢ Weaned puppies younger than Twelve weeks must not be shipped due to possible 

dehydration effects in air transportation. Kittens, likewise, younger than 12 weeks 

must not be shipped 

 

Notes: 

1. A maximum of two adult animals of comparable size up to 10kg each, which are used to 

cohabitation, may be shipped in the same container up to a maximum weight of 32kgs 

including the weight of the container. 

2. Animals up to six months old from the same litter, up to a maximum of two, may be 

shipped in the same container/compartment. 

3. Only rigid containers are acceptable for travel; collapsible or soft cages are not 

acceptable for carriage in the hold. This should be checked with the passenger at the 

airport. The carriage can be refused if the container is unacceptable; please get in touch 

with ground services if concerns are raised.  
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➢ The container should be no bigger than L90cm x W70cm x H75cm 

➢ The weight of the animal, including the box, should be advised at the time of booking 

(Max weight 32kgs for both animals and container) 

➢ Passengers should be advised to allow 1hr30mins for the check-in and Pet process at 

the airport (where applicable due to airport opening times) 

➢ All carriage of Pets travelling with the owner must be booked via Loganair reservations 

on 0344 800 2855 

 

Cost per container per sector from 1st April 2018 - £50.00 


